1. The world will regress. Daniel 7:1–7

2. The Antichrist will rebel. Daniel 7:8, 15–25

3. The Father will rule. Daniel 7:9–11

4. The Lord will return. Daniel 7:13–14

5. The saints will reign. Daniel 7:18, 26–28
1. The **sinfulness** of worry. *Matt. 6:25*

2. The **senselessness** of worry.
   
   A. Worry cannot **feed** you. *Matt. 6:26*

   B. Worry cannot **heal** you. *Matt. 6:27*

   C. Worry cannot **clothe** you. *Matt. 6:28–30a*

3. The **substitute** for worry. *Matt. 6:30b*